Abstract
Introduction
Users of many editing tools require facilities to support collaborative editing i.e. multi-user collaboration on the development of work artefacts. This is common when using tools such as CASE (Computer-Aided Software Engineering) tools, CAD (Computer-Aided Design) tools, document editors, and drawing packages. The "level" of collaborative editing supported by the tools is often either synchronous i.e. "What You See Is What I See", where as one user changes an artefact other users see the exact same changes in "real time", or asynchronous, where users independently modify alternative versions of an artefact, then merge their changes at a later date. Examples of synchronous collaborative editing tools include CoolTalk [15] , MS NetMeeting [13] , and GroupKit [16] . Asynchronous collaborative work is supported by BSCW [2] , wOrlds [3] and Mjølner [12] . Some systems provide integrated support for both levels of collaboration, for example TeamRooms [17] , Oz [1] , SPADE/ImagineDesk [4] , and W4 [6] . However, most such systems completely separate support for different editing modes, and only a few, such as SEPIA [19] , allow the same work artefact to be synchronously or asynchronous edited with users able to change mode of collaboration at will.
We have found in our work developing CAD, CASE and other design tools that a range of collaborative editing facilities are generally required by users, and users should be able to seamlessly move between levels of collaborative editing. For example, consider the JComposer OO CASE tool we have developed, a view (diagram) from which is shown in Figure 1 [7, 9] . This is an example of specifying an ER modeller meta-model, and an ER editing tool will be generated from this model (and other views specifying different aspects of the tool). Users of JComposer views often want to independently (asynchronously) edit versions of the same view, then have one user merge the changes to produce a new OO diagram. Sometimes users want to synchronously edit the views and discuss changes via audio and/or text chat synchronous communication. At other times users want to be informed of changes made to another version of a view by other developers, but retain control over applying them to his/her version of the view incrementally. At other times, users simply want to be informed when a particular change or sequence of changes are made by another user to a shared view.
From a tool architecture perspective, such collaborative editing capabilities are useful in many JComposer-like environments. However, groupware capabilities are usually hard-coded into most systems, with the decision to support collaborative work having to be made early in the system's development lifecycle [10] . Some proposals for pluggable, reusable groupware facilities, for example using CORBAstyle remote object management, have been made [11, 5] , or using custom architectures [18] , but usually such proposals don't support the degree of user-configurable, flexible facilities we desire. We have developed pluggable components which provide the kind of groupware editing capabilities described above, and can be reused in different environments which have a component-based software architecture, like that of JComposer. We have reused these groupware components in an ER modelling tool and a process modelling environment, as well as in JComposer, without having to change the implementation of any of these environments or the groupware components themselves. 
Specifying Collaboration Levels
The groupware components we have plugged into JComposer use a "Collaboration" menu item to allow users to configure the kind of collaborative editing for a view. We chose this approach as it allows users to easily configure collaboration with others from one place, and provides some basic awareness capabilities (informing the user who is registered for collaboration and at what level). Figure 2 (a) shows user "John" who is editing the ER modeller specification from Figure 1 in JComposer. John has specified two people he wants to collaboratively edit this view with via the "Add Collaborator" item, and is viewing the collaboration level of these people. John can change the level by selecting a "level" from the range 0 (none -i.e. remove the collaborator) to 5 (fully synchronous editing). John (or one of his collaborators) can change the collaboration level with a particular user at any, as required, and when John changes the collaboration level for this view for a specified user, the collaboration level for the user's view with "John" is set to the same level. Different views can be collaboratively edited at different levels as desired.
At times users want changes made by other users automatically processed. This is particularly true in the "notify" level (2) , where changes made to a view are sent to collaborators, but nothing explicitly is done with them (vs. presentation, level 3, where the changes are presented in a dialogue box to other users). Tools built with the same architecture as JComposer provide an event handling language that allows users to configure such behaviour (see [8] for details of this language). In Figure 2 (b) "John" has specified that if any changes made by "Mark" to the view component named "BaseEntity" are received, John should be notified by a message. The Visualisation diagram where this has been specified shows running components implementing the "ERD Specification" view in JComposer (e.g. component number 55 is the ERD Specification diagram component). 
Interface Issues During Editing
In this section we illustrate the different levels supported by our collaborative editing components, and their user interface characteristics. We have at this stage opted for simple interface widgets and group awareness capabilities, all of which could be extended in the future.
Level 1 -Asynchronous Editing
Asynchronous editing is illustrated in Figure 3 , where "John" has made some changes to a view in JComposer named "ERD View Spec #1" (a). The two bottom items in the Collaboration menu allow John to "send" the changes he has made to other users, or to send the whole view specification itself. John has sent the view using the "Send Component" menu to user "Mark", then sent changes made to this view since the view was sent to Mark. These changes are being presented to Mark in a dialogue (b). Mark can choose to have all the changes made to his version of this view, by selecting them all then clicking the "redo" button. Or he can selectively apply some of the changes only to his view, merging in a subset of the changes made by John. He can also make other changes manually to the view, then send these to John with his "Send Changes" collaboration menu item. Any changes which can't be made (e.g. Mark has deleted a view component John has edited) are shown by Marked "invalid". Users can then discuss how to handle such view merging inconsistencies.
Note changes are not broadcast to another user's environment unless the sender explicitly requests this via the Send Changes item. We chose this approach to give the person making changes control over their distribution, but could extend our collaborative editing components to allow e.g. Mark to request all new changes from John's view, without having to ask John to send them via separate email, chat or audio communication channels.
Level 2 -Notification of Changes
Changes made to a view are broadcast to another user's view, where they are then broadcast to any "listeners" of the view i.e. other components interested in changes made to the view. The changes are not presented to the user or actioned in any way, but filter/action event handlers, like the one shown in Figure 2 (a), may have been specified by the other user to detect and act on the change. Changes broadcast from another users environment are "tagged" with the other user's name, distinguishing them from the user's changes.
Level 3 -Presenting Changes
Presenting changes is a mode of collaborative editing "between" asynchronous and synchronous editing. Figure 4 shows John and Mark now editing the ERD View Spec #1 view, with changes made by other collaborators presented in a dialogue box, annotated with the name of the other user who made the change. The user can select particular changes or sets of changes and have them performed on his/her view by clicking on the "redo" button. Clicking on the "undo" button will reverse the changes if they turn out to be inappropriate. When a change is applied to the user's view in this manner, the icon affected by the change is coloured to match the colour associated with the collaborator in the Collaboration menu. This assists users to identify parts of a view last modified by collaborator actions.
This mode of collaboration we have found very useful when a "looser" form of collaboration is required by collaborators, and when version merging is to be performed by more than one user at the same time. It has advantages over asynchronous editing in that users are kept aware of changes made by other collaborators as they occur. It has advantages over synchronous editing in that users' views are not automatically changed when a collaborator changes the view, allowing users to "incrementally" merge changes into a view.
Levels 4 and 5 -Synchronous Editing
These levels of editing provide the typical "what you see is what I see" mode of editing common in many realtime groupware applications [16] . Actioning changes (level 4) is similar to presentation (level 3) except instead of storing and presenting received changes in a dialogue box, the changes are immediately applied to the receiving user(s) view. In this mode of operation, no locking of view components is used, meaning two (or more) collaborators can edit the same view artefact at the same time. This is resolved when the competing changes are received by other collaborators, and one is immediately superseded by another in a non-deterministic fashion. Changes are still stored in a dialogue box so any simultaneous edits can be reviewed and discussed further. This mode of editing works well when complemented by audio and/or text chat communication.
Level 5 (synchronous) editing, illustrated in Figure 5 adds locking of view components to ensure no simultaneous edits occur. Whenever a user attempts to modify a view component, a lock request is sent to other collaborators in "synchronous" edit mode on this view. If the view component is unlocked, all users environments allow the current user to edit it. If any other user has requested a lock simultaneously, all requests are rejected with the affected icon coloured red, and users must attempt to edit the component again. In both actioning and synchronous editing modes, affected icons are coloured, to indicate the last person to change the icon. Users can review the view change history, with name annotations on changes, as shown in Figure 5 .
Mixed-levels of Editing Views
The different modes of collaborative editing we have illustrated above can be used on different views e.g. one view edited synchronously while another in presentation mode. In addition, different users can be editing the same view using different levels of collaboration, for example John and Mark at the synchronous level, but Mark and Steve editing the view in asynchronous or presentation levels. When Mark merges any changes from Steve, these are synchronously sent to and applied by John's view, due to the level of collaborative editing between Mark and John. John and Mark may then decide to move to a different level of editing for the view, or John to add Steve as a collaborator. This can be done simply by using the collaboration menu to change the mode of operation. This ability to easily mix "levels" of collaborative editing has proved to be very useful in design environments like JComposer. 
A Supporting Software Architecture
We did not want to make large-scale modifications to retro-fit collaborative facilities onto JComposer, or other design environments we have developed and are developing. Instead, as JComposer and our other design environments use a component-based software architecture, we built reusable, pluggable software components to embody these facilities. JComposer was developed using the JViews component-based software architecture [7] , a specialisation of the Java Beans componentware API of Java 1.1 [14] . Software components are parts of software systems which can be readily "plugged" into different software applications, often when the software is actually running and in use, rather than being software libraries or class frameworks which are chosen at compile-time. Advantages of components-based approaches to building software is that they allow software to be incrementally extended and upgraded, and often allow end-users of software to reconfigure their systems using third-party reusable components. Figure 7 shows the architecture of our JComposer environment, and the groupware components we added to JComposer to support the flexible collaborative editing facilities described in the previous section. The greycoloured items are existing JComposer components and links [7] , the black components and links are those we have added to support collaborative view editing. Each JComposer environment for a different user has its own "collaboration server", which responds to collaborative edits and collaboration requests by forwarding these to the appropriate view's collaboration menu component for actioning. This approach is used to provide robust, efficient propagation of changes (no central server is used, but rather selective point-to-point(s) broadcasting). The collaboration menu component for each view has a "present changes" and an "import changes" version record instance used to support asynchronous and presentation collaboration levels. Notify level changes are supported by the collaboration menu sending received changes to any user-defined component listening to it. Actioning and synchronous editing are supported by the collaboration menu actioning received changes, or broadcasting a lock message to collaborators then actioning received changes.
This component-based approach to adding collaborative editing support to JComposer (and other JViews-based environments) is possible due to the JViews approach of broadcasting change description objects to linked components before and after the change has been actioned. We also utilise JViews component persistency mechanisms to serialise view and view change description objects for transmission via socket connections to support the broadcasting of changes and view descriptions. We have plugged these collaborative editing facilities into the JComposer OO design tool, an ER modeller, and a graphical process modelling tool. Neither these existing tools nor our collaborative editing components needed any modification to achieve this.
Difficulties in adopting this approach involved providing a locking mechanism for synchronous editing and for handling simultaneous edits for the action changes level of collaboration. We also encountered limitations in the presentation of change descriptions and the amount of highlighting of JComposer components that could be done without changing existing code. An unsolved issue occurs when a user is collaboratively editing different views in JViews-based environments using our collaborative facilities, but different levels of collaboration are used with different collaborators for these views. Better awareness indicating which components in a view are being editing in other views would be useful, but it is unclear just how this should be indicated.
Summary
We have described flexible, user configurable collaborative editing facilities that have been added in a seamless fashion to an existing OO design tool. These allow users to collaboratively edit using asynchronous, semi-synchronous and synchronous collaboration, and at any time to be able to change collaboration level, add new collaborators or remove collaborators. Multiple views can be simultaneously edited using different collaboration levels and collaborators. We have utilised a componentbased approach to adding these facilities to design tools, which necessitates no modification to these tools. Our collaborative editing support components can themselves be upgraded and reused in diverse environments to support a flexible range of collaborative editing needs.
